
 
ENTRY FEES 

Encourage $7.00 
Maiden $8.00 
Novice $8.00 
Improver $9.00 
Open $10.00 

MEMBERSHIP FEES  
Family $60.00 
Single $50.00 
Supportive $20.00 
Junior                                    $10.00 All temporary members must sign a form and 

            Temporary                            $5.00 
All temporary members must sign a form and 
Pay fees with entries prior to competing.  
 
ELIGIBILITY  FOR  CLASSES 
Encourage –Once a DOG has won an Encourage, 
he/she is then graded “Maiden”and can no longer 
compete in the Encourage class.  The handler can 
remain in the Encourage for two wins.  On the 2nd  
win the handler is no longer eligible to enter the 
Encourage Class. 
Maiden – Once a dog has won a Maiden, he/she is 
then graded “Novice”and can no longer compete 
in the Maiden class.   
Novice – Once a dog has won a Novice Class, 
he/she is then graded Improver and can no longer 
compete in the Novice Class. 
Improver – Once a dog has won an Improver 
Class, he/she is then graded an Open dog and can 
no longer compete in the Improver Class. 
Open - Dogs that have won their novice & 
improver classes. 
State Championship - Current SAYDA State 
Champion. Dogs that have qualified by winning 
an open event at a SAYDA affiliated trial in the 
period since the previous State Championship. The 
top placings from an open event conducted in 
conjunction with the trial. 
All affiliated trials will be conducted in 
accordance with the rules & regulations of the 
SAYDA Inc. 

Trial Venue:    PENOLA TRIAL       28th OCTOBER -                                      

Closing Date:   20ST OCTOBER [Fri] Convenor: Darren Jenke   0427 500 300 

Entries to:      Darren Jenke  GameOnKelpies@hotmail.com        

DOG’S PREFIX  NAME OF DOG CLASS FEE 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 EFT BSB 633000 Acc.171 018 245          TOTAL  
Handlers will be contacted prior to the draw being finalised if a ballot is required. 

 
JUNIORS;  To be aged between 12 to 16 yrs.  A Junior must be capable of opening and shutting all gates, able to draft, and 
completing the course by themselves.  They may have an adult standing with them for advise only.  Parents are required to sign 
an entry form on their behalf before they trial.. 
 
Handler’s Name:                                                                          Mobile: :  

Email:______________________________________________Memberhip No.____________ 
I declare my dog/dogs has/have been immunised against Parvovirus, Distemper and Infectious Hepatitis at the date of competition, that 
the immunisation is current, and that I can provide proof of immunisation if requested by the Committee or their Representative. 
I understand that my dog/dogs and I have entered the competition at our own risk and the convenors or their representatives accept no responsibility for 
any risk or injury however caused. I agree to abide by the rules & code of conduct of the SAYDA. 
 
Signed  
 

SAYDA Inc  
Entry Form 

mailto:GameOnKelpies@hotmail.com
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